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Paid content and
your digital strategy
As an organisation with a long history in the industry, WAN-IFRA has
seen many experiments during the
past 15 years aimed at making digital users pay for editorial content
and services produced by publishing companies.
It’s easy to criticise the news industry for not
having tried hard enough with paid content
models in the past. The reality is that to succeed
in paid content there was a need for a conjunction of factors, ranging from Internet penetration
and the right technologies (e.g. to analyze traffic
data, user behaviour, easy payment platforms, a
digital CRM…) to having a mass penetration of
e-commerce usage.
That said, our industry did not learn from the
rise of other pure digital players and took far too
much time to understand this opportunity. And
one could only regret that the essential driver
for taking action has been losing revenue on core
print business.
It’s now the right time to let people pay for
content and include that source of revenue in
the company digital strategy. And it’s also worth
starting because the whole strategic thinking,
preparation and launch process is extremely
interesting and healthy for any news company.
From top management to the entire team, it’s
inspiring and unveiling many opportunities and
unexploited valuable assets.
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This report is the result of exchanges with many
professionals who agreed to share their ideas and
knowledge on paid digital content, among them:
Paul Smurl, New York Times Company, USA;
John Stackhouse and Alon Marcovici, The Globe
and Mail, Canada;
Ali Rahnema, The Toronto Star, Canada;
Federico Vittadello, Former RCS Media MediaGroup, now Il Sole 24 Ore, Italy;
Brooke Christofferson, Republic Media (The Arizona Republic/azcentral.com/12 News), Gannett,
USA;
Jeff Moriarty, The Boston Globe and Boston.com,
USA;
Donata Hopfen, Bild Digital, Germany;
Martina Lenk, Madsack Online, Germany;
Thomas Schultz-Homberg, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany;
Stephen Pinches, The Financial Times, UK;
Anthony Sullivan, The Guardian, UK;
Ken Doctor, Newsonomics, USA
WAN-IFRA Frenemies consultants
Kalle Jungkvist, Gregor Waller and
Stig Nordqvist; WAN-IFRA executive programs
members of eRev and SoMoNews (www.wan-ifra.
org/wan-ifra-executive-programmes)
Matthew Skibinski and the Press + team, USA
Amaury Group teams (L’Equipe and Le Parisien),
France
Valérie Arnould
Business Editor, Emerging Digital Platforms &
Business Development, WAN-IFRA
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1997: The Wall Street Journal –
perseverance pays off
Chapter 1

The paid content
timeline
It might appear to be a new trend, but in reality
the past 15 years have seen many attempts by
publishers to build user-funded revenue models
for content on news websites.

“

The key issues newspapers must look
at if they are to charge for subscriptions are
simple enough: Is the information you provide
critical to your subscribers? Do users have
enough affinity with your brand to go to your
site every day? Finally, is the Internet penetration high enough?”
Neil Budde, 1997, Editor,
Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition
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1997: The Wall Street Journal –
perseverance pays off
The Wall Street Journal Interactive
Edition went live on April 1996,
with free content. But by January
1997, the door was closed and nobody could access its content without a subscription.
In one year’s time, the WSJ managed to persuade
130,000 of its loyal readers to subscribe. The
pricing was attractive: US$ 49 per year, compared to $175 for the print edition. But the WSJ
did something smart, charging print subscribers
who also wanted digital access an extra $29 for
the privilege. That sent an important message
that the digital version provided added value and
thus was worth extra money.
That year, Neil Budde, then editor of The Wall
Street Journal Interactive Edition, spoke at the
Beyond the Printed Word conference (the former
name for WAN-IFRA’s Digital Media Europe
conference). This is how he explained the success
of the WSJ paid content strategy: “The secret
of our success is considered to be based on the
possibility to read the electronic version of the
three different editions of the printed newspaper
(for the USA, Europe and Asia), the updating of
news several times daily, free-of-charge access
to the archives of the last 15 issues and access to
the charged-for archives (Dow Jones Publications
Library) and a possibility to personalise version

for the reader (based on his/her interests, activities, etc.)”.
By September 2002, when Budde left his position at the WSJ, the website claimed 664,000
subscribers and had raised its subscription price
to $79.
During the summer of 2007, when News Corp.
bought the WSJ’s publisher, Dow Jones & Co.,
Rupert Murdoch made no secret of the fact that
he was considering making the website completely free. After all, at that time, everybody believed
the winning formula in digital publishing was
expanding audiences and attracting advertising.
But over the next few months Murdoch changed
his mind and stuck to the paid model.
Today, The Wall Street Journal is the topcirculation newspaper in the USA, with a total
circulation of 2.38 million. Its digital circulation
as of the end of March was 898,102, up 62.6 percent from a year earlier. Digital circulation now
accounts for about 38 percent of the total. There
are a variety of pricing offers, but on average a
digital-only subscriber pays $21.99 a month compared to the combination of digital and print (office or home delivery six days a week) at $25.99.

The Wall street Journal’s
paid content journey

1996
1997
2005

WSJ launches WSJ.com
WSJ.com introduces digital subscription
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Dow Jones launches new commerce
engine: iPhone, BlackBerry, iPad
WSJ Professional Edition
WSJ launches new content:
Greater New York Edition,
Weekend Edition redesign

WSJ print and WSJ.com sold as
a bundle
WSJ launches Weekend Edition

2006
2008

2010

Dow Jones launches Barron’s Online

2011

News Corp and Dow Jones determine to
continue paid digital model

2012

Premium verticals added,
e.g. CIO Journal, CFO Journal
WSJ launches WSJ Live, video,
advertising-based model
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2002:
First wake-up call
In the last quarter of 2001, digital
advertising dropped 23 percent in
the USA; the situation in Europe
was not much better with a drop of
16 percent.
Most newspapers were losing substantial
amounts of money on their recently created
digital operations, while print was still highly
profitable. Google was a three-year-old baby that
nobody feared.
Looking back at the programs of the Beyond
the Printed Word conference in those years, we
find another wave of user-paid digital product
experiments: at El País and La Vanguardia in
Spain, The Irish Times, and The Times in the UK,
to name just a few.
When digital advertising took off again in the
following years, with solid double-digit growth,
very few persisted and the focus again shifted to
increasing traffic.
But some, such as Le Monde in France and the
Financial Times, persisted with paid content
models.
W In 2002, French national newspaper Le

Monde launched its first digital subscription offer (5 euros per month; free for print
subscribers) with the promise of exclusive services and content behind this freemium paywall.
Bruno Patino, then general director of Le Monde
Interactif, announced there were 13,000 digital
subscribers a year after the launch of this offer.
But advertising revenue was growing more quickly, and the newspaper emphasised free content in
the years that followed. Le Monde never gave up
on building a digital subscription revenue stream,
but 10 years later the figures remain disappointing, with 40,000 digital subscribers, about 13% of
total paid circulation. Nevertheless, things could
change; the newspaper re-launched its freemium
model in April 2013 with a clearer content offer
and bigger ambitions (200,000 digital subscribers by 2016). In addition, it has strengthened one
of its weak spots in the last years: integration of
the print and digital newsrooms.
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W In 2002, FT.com was losing 30 million pounds

a year. Since its launch in 1995, the website had
been free. In April 2002, FT.com started introducing subscriptions, at first with a timid
approach, since latest news reports, data tools
and a seven-day archive remained free to users.
Encouraged by the good results and having
learned some lessons from its first years of paid
content, FT.com in 2007 tried a new access model
based on frequency of use: free access to 30
stories per month, including news, analysis, comment, columnists, and other premium content
before users were asked to subscribe. Ian Cheng,
then publisher and managing editor of FT.com,
explained: “Other publishers have been caught in
a stark choice between free versus paid. We are
now offering a third way, in which you only pay if
you want more than 30 articles per month.” The
third way was the metered paywall model that is
so popular today. And the Financial Times teams
have done a great job of fine-tuning the model.
Shortly after its start, in another tweak, access to
free articles was given only to readers who registered. Then the number of free articles registered
users could access each month progressively
dropped: 25, then 10 and now eight free articles.
The registration system
gives the paper valuable
demographic data with
which to target advertisers’
ads and special offers for its
own subscription package.
In 2010, FT.com had almost
2 million registered users
and 121,000 paying subscribers.
Today, you are taken
straight to the subscription
page if you want to read
an article on FT.com (with
some permeability if you
come via a search engine).
The Financial Times has 4.5
million registered users and
316,000 digital subscribers – about 52 percent of its
total (print included) paid
circulation, and on the rise.
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2003:
“Plus” is what you need
In 2001 the digital arm of Swedish
newspaper Aftonbladet, Aftonbladet.se, was widely popular but
losing money, and its advertisingbased revenue model did not look
promising at all. Instead of downsizing the digital operation, Aftonbladet.se management persuaded
the company’s board to test various revenue streams. One exploration involved paid content and
paid-for premium services (e.g. the
Interactive Health service).

Shaping the Future of News Publishing
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content

Chapter 1

The paid content area was branded “Plus” (Aftonbladet Plus) and was launched in 2003 on a
subscription basis. A very small portion of news
articles was included in Plus. The offer consisted
mostly of extra services, such as exclusive guides.
Success was moderate.
The Plus area was re-launched in 2005
with more focus on the newspaper’s editorial
strengths, using articles from all editorial departments and involving the journalists in deciding
what should be included in the Plus part. There
was only one subscription offer: 2 euros per
month, with automatic renewal until the user
opted out. Success was immediate.
Since 2006, Aftonbladet Plus and the Weight
Club have contributed 10 percent to 20 percent
of the company’s total digital revenue. In spring
2009, during the recession, the paid services
delivered 50 percent of digital profit. Today, Plus
has more than 160,000 subscribers, each of
whom pays about 3.20 euros per month.

“Plus” is Aftonbladet’s freemium
model. Journalists
decide which items
should be tagged
Plus. There is constant discussion as
to which topics and
content sell best.
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2005-2007:
Remember TimesSelect?
The New York Times tried several
routes to paid content before finding its winning formula. As early
as 1996-98 it started by charging
international users.
Then in 2005 the company launched an online
subscription program, TimesSelect. Subscribers
were charged $49.95 a year, or $7.95 a month,
in this freemium model. An orange “T” marked
premium articles.
When the service was stopped in September
2007, paid subscriptions represented annual
revenue of more than $10 million from about
227,000 paying subscribers. Some 787,400
people registered to access TimesSelect for free
(print subscribers, students, and so on).

© 2013 WAN-IFRA
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However, the time was not considered right for
paid content. NYTimes.com Vice President and
General Manager Vivian Schiller said, “We now
believe in opening up all our content. That will
create an advertising revenue stream that will
exceed subscription revenue.” That was not surprising, since in the three preceding years digital
advertising had grown at an average annual rate
of 30 percent in the USA.
But then of course came the severe recession of
2009 and the Times seriously reconsidered the
paid content option.
2005 was also the year when NewspaperDirect
introduced two digital platforms, PressDisplay.
com (an online newspaper kiosk) and SmartEdition (a publishing platform for electronic editions
of newspapers and magazines). Most publishers
in the world are using, or have used, those platforms to experiment with paid content.
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2009: Second wake-up call –
publishing houses on fire
This is the story of another period
of advertising recession – but there
is something new. This time it is
combined with a visible acceleration of the drop in print revenue in
all mature newspaper markets.
There is also a realisation: Digital users – those
clients who were supposed to want everything for
free – had shown during the space of a decade
that they were willing to buy and even subscribe
to digital content. If companies such as Netflix
(subscription service since 1999), Amazon (since
1995), Apple iTunes (2003) & App Store (2008),
Spotify, Stardoll, Panfu and other gaming and
entertainment services could demand money
from users, especially from digital natives, why
couldn’t the news industry?

In 2010, the smooth transition of Axel Springer’s
regional newspapers to a freemium model and
the intense discussion about The Times’ choice of
a “hard” paywall model, followed by the successful introduction of The New York Times metered
paywall in March 2011, helped convince skeptics.
And of course, the rise of the iPad (launched
in 2010) and all the paid content experiments
on tablet devices helped put newspaper teams
back to work on plans to charge for their digital
content.

For decades, quality journalism was taken for granted, but as
with many other goods, news content has a market value.

NYTimes.com’s efforts to charge readers
for articles got an early boost from a large
advertiser. Ford Motor Co.’s Lincoln brand.
Lincoln targeted 200,000 heavy users of
the newspaper’s website with an offer
to sponsor their digital subscriptions for
2011. Some 100,000 subscribers signed
up for the nine-month free offer, and most
of them bought paid subscriptions at the
end of the period.
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2012-2014: Massive deployment
of paid content models
Hundreds of news
publishers have started
or will start charging
for their digital content, mostly in the USA
and Europe, but Latin
America and Asia have
seen experiments and
projects also.
The metered model is the standard
in North America, probably because of three factors: the influence
of the Financial Times and The
New York Times; the efficient work
done by Press+ (a leading US-based
paid content solution provider);
and possibly the perception among
many news organisations that it is
the least disruptive model.
In the rest of the world, more
varied approaches have been taken:
metered, freemium, hybrid, hard
paywalls, and so on.

PRO “Paid Content”

CONTRA “Paid Content”

Reason 1: More than 400
global examples of success
show “it works“

Problem 1: Few talk about successful examples because they
are still in their infancy

Reason 2: Paid apps get much
higher prices with paid web
than with free web

Problem 2: Missing know-how
in publishing companies (specific marketing; data understanding…)

Reason 3: Unique visitor growth continues after
shakeout of non-loyal users
(10-15 percent)
Reason 4: More than 400 publishers did not lose a penny of
digital ads – despite paywall
Reason 5: Introducing paid
web allows substantial price
increases with print subscribers (all access formula)
Reason 6: A chance to contact
unknown users and build CRM

Problem 3: Complexity. Paid
content is not a trivial concept
Problem 4: Change of the longtime habits of users accustomed to free content
Problem 5: Uncertainty in
regards of conversions and
willingness to pay
Problem 6: Paradigm-change
from online as distribution
channel to profit center

600+ publishers globally will have paid content strategies by 2014.
Thousands already have paid apps. Source: WAN-IFRA Frenemies

Charging for digital content:
a direct effect on revenue mix
Total revenue

US companies in survey

YOY % change

17 (answering this question)

-2%

Total advertising revenue

17

-6%

Total print newspaper advertising

17

-9%

Total digital advertising

17

4%

Pure-play digital advertising

10

20%

Mobile advertising revenue

13

100%

Total circulation revenue

17

5%

11

-14%

7

499%

12

275%

11

343%

Print subscription and single copy sales
Bundle (all-access print + digital, price increase)
Digital-only
Number of digital-only subscriptions

This table from the NAA shows the changes in the 2012 revenue profiles of 17 US companies, representing about 40 percent of the weekday print circulation in the United States and close to half of all US newspaper revenue.
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1997: The Wall Street Journal –
perseverance pays off
Chapter 2

Paid content,
the thinking process
and options
The preparation work before starting to charge digital
users is complex, whichever model a publishing company chooses. Marketing is sophisticated; you need
the right technologies, and most of all it only works
with aligned forces within the company, ready to support this strategy and aware of the long-term effort.
It does not end the day the “paywall” is introduced –
it’s a marathon.

“

We should have put that wall up years ago.”
Comment on the rise of paywalls
by a respondent to the 2012 annual survey
of Alliance for Audited Media (Audit bureau
of circulation in North America)

© 2013 WAN-IFRA
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The key questions
Within a few years’ time, digital
activities will in all likelihood make
up the core business of most media
houses, so strategists must figure
out how to secure the transition
from print profitability to digital
profitability.
In a study in 2011, WAN-IFRA Frenemies consultant and media-industry specialist Gregor
Waller estimated that in many mature European
markets, the value of a newspaper subscriber
(hence a loyal customer) is between 400 and 700
euros per year, compared to about 2 euros per
year for an occasional visitor to an advertisingfinanced site (“flybys” comprise the largest proportion of traffic to most news sites). “You would
need 100 to 150 times as many unique visitors to
offset print losses,” says Waller.
To master the transition to digital profitability,
media houses must retain existing customers and
gain new digital customers. However, they also

must substantially increase their ARPU (average revenue per user) for digital consumers. As
described above, the shortfall relative to print
consumers is enormous. It must be significantly
narrowed.
Charging digital consumers for editorial content presents an opportunity to narrow the gap.
Of course, paid editorial content represents
only one of several revenue streams that publishers need to develop. In parallel, two other
streams should be leveraged: advertising; and
non-news-related businesses, such as premium
services, classifieds, and e-commerce. In this report, though, we focus on charging end consumers for access to articles.

By 2014, print revenue will represent only 47 percent of The Financial Times’s total revenue, as the result of a transformation
process that took close to 10 years.
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To be successful, a paid
content strategy must specifically address each of the
devices (desktop computer,
smartphone, tablet, Kindle,
and so on) that consumers
currently use.
“If you maximise the
value that a user experiences
with a tailored product on
a certain device as opposed
to other digital products, in
return it will create a higher
willingness to pay, or a preference above other offers,”
says Waller.

Shaping the Future of News Publishing

1. A multi-platform
strategy

The good news is that publishers have increased their mobile and tablet presence, so in theory they are prepared to benefit from the rise in mobile traffic.
The bad news is that just around the corner lies the huge challenge of designing
a metered or freemium model for smartphones and tablets.

Paid content strategy comes in different product offers
WEB

Mobile devices

Paid services

Paywall
for desktop and mobile
web sites
W CRM gateway – users
register, are targeted for
other offers

W

Paid native app
or HTML5 app
on smartphone
W Paid native app or
HTML5 on tablets
W ePaper versions

Using pay-per-item,
pay-per-view, subscription or bundled purchase
models:

W

ePaper
newsletters
W archives
W news alerts or feeds
W premium services (health
club, investment dashboard, e-books, etc.)
W
W

“All access” strategy
Print subscription + digital access (costs more than print
alone), with pricing that encourages print readership on biggest ad days (NYT, Gannett, The Globe and Mail do this)

It makes no sense in 2013 to have a paid content strategy without incorporating all possible options and devices. The marketing complexity stems from the many packages of products at different price levels and for different types of consumers
that publishers should create and test.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA
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2. Convenience is the key
Retaining current customers and acquiring new
ones means giving consumers the convenience
they demand: access to news and services at any
time, anywhere, and on the device of their choice.
In return, the media house receives a wealth of
data that can be analysed to discern usage patterns and find areas that need improvement.

“Nearly 40 percent of all visits to core journalism are on mobile or tablet devices for The Guardian. The interesting thing
is that these devices are driving up overall consumption; largely it is not a substitution effect…News usage is spreading
through the day,” said Anthony Sullivan, Group Product Manager at The Guardian, at Digital Media Europe 2013.
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3. Evaluate the potential
of your loyal users
The main focus when launching a paid content
strategy is to convert regular visitors to a free
news site into loyal purchasers of paid access.
Those brand-loyal, heavy users make up a small
percentage of site traffic, but they are the foundation of the paid content business.
As news industry analyst Ken Doctor puts it: “If
you can convert 3 percent of your unique visitors
into paying subscribers, you have a new business
model. Not many people understand this. Unique
visitors and pageviews are irrelevant, but your
5-10 percent long-tail visitors, who are responsible for a third of your pageviews, are super-loyal
to your brand, will pay and build this new business model.”
The conversion rate or market potential for
paid content depends on many parameters, including the percentage of loyal customers in total

traffic, pricing offer, uniqueness of the content or
service, and market ranking compared to competitors. Some examples:
W The conversion rate for The New York Times
is 2 to 3 percent of the total nyt.com audience
(676,000 digital subscribers compared to 29 million unique visitors in the first quarter of 2013).
W The conversion rate for FT.com is about 7 percent (316,000 digital subscribers compared to 4.5
million registered users).
W ITZ Publishing, a U.S.-based strategic consulting firm for online media, has been monitoring paid-access “uptake” since 2002 for North
American regional newspapers. Uptake is defined
as the number of people signed up for any kind of
paid access (e-edition, web sites, or mixed methods). ITZ says it has historically been less than 3
percent of newspaper daily circulation.
As for occasional users, in the short term they
represent a potential market for pay-per-item of-

The first challenge when devising a paid content strategy is to get an accurate picture of the audience structure, to discern
how many users gain enough personal benefit to become loyal to the website. Those loyal customers are the basis for this
new business. Source: WAN-IFRA Frenemies consulting
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fers. Later on, with appropriate editorial content
and packages, and carefully targeted pricing and
marketing efforts, some of these “fly-bys” can be
convinced of the value proposition and converted
into more regular buyers.
W The New York Times once again serves as a
good illustration of this second-stage effort to
convert occasional users. Below is an extract
from the company’s April 25 press release,
explaining the development of their strategy to
convert the less loyal digital customers. (The
third point is not about occasional users, but is
added as an illustration of how to increase ARPU
with existing customers):
“I. Introduction of a lower-priced paid product designed to allow access to The New York
Times’s most important and interesting stories
in a convenient, media-rich package for consumers looking for an efficient way to stay informed.
Consumer research has suggested very strong
demand for such a product.
“II. Other new products, also at lower price
points, that would offer deep access and additional content and other new features in specific
content areas such as politics, technology, opinion, the arts and food.

“III. An enhanced tier that would offer extras at a
higher price point to ‘all digital access’ and print
subscribers. Subscribers will likely be offered
access to Times events and the ability to gift [sic]
subscriptions and provide full family access,
among other incentives.”

Analysis is essential
So devising a paid content strategy (including
all aspects, such as the potential for niche or
companion apps, paid vertical or premium areas)
must start with an analysis of the four loyalty
groups:
W How many daily and more-than-twice-weekly
unique visitors (fans) are there?
W How many regular visitors are there who could
be turned into subscribers?
W What is the percentage of occasional visitors
and fly-bys?

The monetary value
of each audience member
“In the age of digital media and big data, calculating
the monetary value of every user is straightforward,
which means a publisher can directly measure and
track their revenue model based on their actual
audience composition and behaviour. For a digital
audience, the loyalty distribution is typically comprised of 70-80 percent fly-bys, with fewer than 5
percent fans. In a recent analysis, an audience of
two million unique visitors per month had 65,331
fans and approx. 17 million fly-bys per year. In this
case, the average revenue per fan is $73.05 per year,
whereas the average revenue per fly-by is $0.18.
“Publishers need to scrutinise the key performance indicators used to manage their operations.

18

Most importantly publishers need to establish a set
of metrics that are revenue performance indicators.
For example, revenue capacity and contribution of
a loyal audience directly correlates to profitability
whereas monthly unique visitors and page views do
not. To build a profitable audience, publishers need
to track and understand the monetary value of each
audience member, and then drive their audience
development strategies to optimise average revenue
per user.”
Matthew Shanahan,
Senior Vice President of Marketing and Strategy,
Scout Analytics
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Paid content is not a “one-size-fits-all” model. A news
brand needs to project creativity while reflecting its situation on the market. The Daily Mail is a recent example of
that. In the UK, the newspaper does not have a compan-

W

What is the average revenue per user (from
advertising) for those categories, and how can
ARPU be increased?

This analysis is also an essential component
when choosing the type of paywall model most
suited to a specific publication.
For instance, a metered paywall would most
likely be inappropriate if 65 percent of users visit

ion web site where it could implement a paid content
strategy; Mail Online has grown into a powerful traffic
machine, but is independent from the print newspaper.
The Daily Mail itself has chosen to capitalise on apps.
Hence “Daily Mail Plus,” which launched in April 2013
and already is the top-grossing app in the Apple App
Store. Daily Mail Plus takes advantage of Mail Online’s
might to promote the new app to digital users, but the
clear goal is to extend the print newspaper’s brand and
experience with interactive features. Reports suggest the
app’s executives have even more features up their sleeve
that will be introduced in stages after the official launch,
in the next few months.

1 to 5 times a month, 10 percent visit 6-10 times,
and 8 percent visit up to 20 times a month. Most
users would never encounter the paywall unless
the limit was set at a very low number of free
articles each month.
In this case, all efforts (particularly by the
newsroom) should be directed toward seducing
the visitor as early as his first visit, highlighting
the exclusive service available to him if he decides

The Times lost two‑thirds of its online audience following the implementation of a hard paywall model, but thanks to its
content, the brand has successfully managed part of its digital transition, using one of the most difficult paywall models.
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Paid content situation in North America (2012)

More and more publishers are considering the benefits
of a paywall. Business publications and newspapers are
more than twice as likely to have implemented a paywall
as magazines. Of those currently not using a paywall, 44
percent plan to implement one in the next 24 months.

The metered paywall, where consumers receive free access
to a predetermined number of articles before payment is
required, is the most popular. Combination paywalls that
charge only for premium content are a close second.
Source: Alliance for audited media (former ABC),
2012 US and Canada members survey.

to subscribe after a free trial. A smart freemium
strategy, based on a thorough analysis of how,
when and why people come to the website, would
have more potential to increase readers’ willingness to pay.
If a website is a leader in traffic, with strong
advertising revenue, apps could be the best area
in which to test paid content, as in the case of
Mail Online.
Despite appearances, Mail Online (dailymail.
co.uk) is not the companion site of the Daily Mail.
The newspaper’s editorial content is not available
on any website.
Mail Online is a traffic-generating machine,
with content attracting millions of unique visitors
from around the world each day and the prospect
of reaching 100 million pounds in advertising
revenue within 3-4 years (compared to 45 million
pounds’ worth this year). But its content is not
exclusive and reader loyalty is fragile.
The publishers of the Daily Mail have chosen to
create a freemium offer called “Daily Mail Plus,”
(dailymailplus.co.uk) which is accessible via subscription on tablets. It is not, however, a replica
app. Exclusive content in this case consists of
Daily Mail articles (which are not on the Mail

20

Online website), and adds-on such as magazine
content, video clips, and interactive puzzles. It
uses the Mail Online site as a promotional platform to acquire digital subscriptions in specified
markets. For the publishing house, it’s a good way
to prepare for the digital transition of its print
flagship, its core source of revenue.

The main paid content options
W Hard paywall: none of the exclusive editorial

content is freely accessible. This model sends a
strong message to users about the value of the
website’s content. The core business model is paid
content; advertising inventory is limited, as is the
potential to extend reach through social media or
search engines.
Publishers aren’t locked into this model in the
long term. It’s a good way to convince loyal users
that they are being treated fairly, since nobody
else is getting content for free.
In order to reach new customers, there should
be some flexibility: a free trial period (such as a
seven-day offer or a one-day pass); temporary
lowering of the paywall for a very big event; and
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longer teasers, to demonstrate the quality of the
content (useful when traffic comes from a social
network or Google).
Hard paywalls are in place at The Times and
The Sunday Times of the UK (all articles behind
the paywall), the Orange County Register and
The Dallas Morning News in the USA (for local
news), and Mediapart in France (all editorial content except user-generated content, which is free).
W Metered model: Users can access a certain

number of articles before they are required to
pay. This model provides revenue from content
and sets a value on the articles on the site, but
limits ad inventory and the ability to market
content via social media (although some metered
operations are flexible with regard to users coming from Facebook or Google).
According to benchmarks done in 2012 by the

Newspaper Association of America (NAA), the
metered model has become a standard in the
USA, and the trend is especially strong among
titles that have recently adopted paid content
strategy. “This makes sense,” notes the NAA,
“given that The New York Times implemented its
paid approach, a metered access model, in March
2011. Many newspapers waited for The Times to
get out in front before adopting that approach.
Press+, a digital subscription platform company,
also started gaining traction in the industry
around then. Its predominant philosophy in
charging for content is built around the metered
solution.” Press+ claims more than 435 clients in
all types of publishing.
In the early days of the shift to the metered
model, common practice was to limit free access
to 15 to 20 articles per month. However, as stated
earlier, in many cases that number was much

In the case of the German quality newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, the percentage of regular and heavy users
constitutes a solid basis for the introduction of paid content. Occasional users can be converted to paid content either
with pay-per-use offers or at a later stage converted into subscribers via lower pricing and specific offers, as The New York
Times does.
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As Thomas Schultz-Homberg, Head of Electronic Media for the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, explained at WAN-IFRA’s
Digital Media Europe 2013 conference, beyond the structural analysis of a site’s audience and the evaluation of paid subscription potential, the choice of a paywall model is ultimately a question of brand and editorial strategy.
In the case of the FAZ, the widespread usage of ad- and cookies-blockers in Germany would seriously affect the efficiency
of a metered model and point toward the implementation of a freemium model. But the newspaper is also considering a
hybrid model in which some unique content would be available only via subscription, some content would be accessible via
a metered model, and some of the site (typically news agency content) would remain free.

too high to affect most readers. Thus the typical
number of free articles is now dropping to under
10, and quite a few newspapers are even moving
to a limit of five articles.
As mentioned, the newspapers that have
chosen the metered approach are showing some
flexibility regarding users coming from social
networks and search engines. They either do not
count the articles accessed by visitors coming
from those sources; or they do count them but
ask for payment only when the user accesses the
site directly (rather than via a link). That is the
concept of the “porous paywall” pioneered by The
New York Times.
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Martina Lenk, manager for Madsack Online, has
spent the past 18 months deploying freemium
models for most of the Madsack group’s regional
newspapers in Germany. She does not exclude
the possibility of adding, in the future, a metered
model on top of the current freemium model.
She sees that option as being consistent with one
of Madsack’s guiding principles: The company’s
journalists need to be active on social networks.
It makes no sense if the journalists promote
exclusive articles but send their social traffic
directly to the paywall.
When asked to name their favourite paid content models, most people in the industry prefer
the metered model and its apparent flexibility.
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But there’s one thing that publishing companies
should keep in mind: Ultimately, the success of
paid content relies heavily on a thorough examination of the depth and uniqueness of one’s
content compared to the competition.
The meter could be seen as an easy way to
avoid this examination.
That is a dangerous road to travel, argued Neil
Budde (formerly of wsj.com and now CEO of
AxisPhilly), in June 2011: “While I think a
metered model has a lot of merit, I worry that
it keeps publishers in the mindset that value is
derived solely from discrete bits of ‘content.’ Publishers need to be looking at the entire ‘product’
they produce and all the elements of it as the
value driver. News content is but a part of that
equation. Creating rich, engaging news experiences and information utilities for their best
users should be the focus.”
W Freemium model: This model combines two

components: a free area (to retain traffic and advertising) and a paid-for premium part either for
advanced functionalities (a very popular model
in the game industry, for instance) or for unique
content.
Publishers who have chosen this model include
Axel Springer’s and Madsack’s regional newspapers in Germany, sports site ESPN Insider (the
main ESPN site is free, but the juicy exclusive
content is reserved for subscribers), The Wall
Street Journal, Aftonbladet Plus, Le Monde and
many others.
“This is a good model for a newsstand newspaper with a website that is a leader in its market,
a regional newspaper prominent in its market,
or a recognised niche publication. It’s also easy
to have companion apps or mobile services. Well
designed, the risk of losing traffic and digital
advertising is minimal. One of the success factors
essential to growing the number of subscribers
is a committed newsroom. Each journalist must
be aware which content is exclusive, how many
subscriptions an article or a topic generates, and
what people read most when they are in the freemium area,” said Kalle Jungkvist, senior advisor
at Schibsted Sweden and consultant with WANIFRA Frenemies.
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Alisa Bowen, now Group Director, Digital
Product and Development at News Limited but
previously in charge of The Wall Street Journal’s
digital platforms, also stressed the importance of
involving the editors in the freemium decision.
This is what she told a meeting of the WAN-IFRA
SoMoNews executive program in 2011:
“We have a paywall, which can be moved depending on the agenda for the day, and the movement is decided by editorial. We give them a huge
amount of discretion, while at the same time
the ad sales team knows that if we’re sold out in
one space the wall can be moved. So, minute-byminute it’s the editors, based on guidelines. There
are three basic types of stories: the readily available ones which are free; the ones which will typically go on Facebook or Twitter, which we also
keep outside the wall; and then the exclusive WSJ
story, which sits behind the wall. Lastly, editors
also have clear goals around traffic generation,
and guidelines for what percentage of the content
should be behind the wall.”
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In the future, we will see more complex models than
pure freemium, metered or hard paywall. And in the
end, it’s not which paid content model you choose that
matters. What really makes the difference is how well
the chosen method is deployed.

“

We have set some key performance indicators to help journalists look
at how many times their articles are
read and how many times they acted as
conversion drivers to subscription.”
Donata Hopfen
Bild Digital Managing Director

“

Service expectations of consumers, especially in the US, are based on their experiences
with companies like Apple, Amazon or Zappos.
Their service level is so high and we’re so far behind in that space. We need to quickly catch up.”
Brooke Christofferson,
Vice President Market and Business Development
at Republic Media (Gannett)
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Do it better
When you delve into the paid content implementation roadmap, the huge number of parameters
to consider can be daunting. To name just a
few: defining what would be or could become a
customer’s motives to sign up, the right balance
between free and paid (seldom a fixed rule), the
itinerary for product updates and marketing
actions, how to define the pricing structure, and
how to re-engineer your internal organisation
and stretch resources.
We exclude here the technology part of the
project (CMS, CRM, payment methods…), which
is very specific to each company’s IT situation
and culture.
It’s best to start
by grasping the fundamentals
John Stackhouse, Editor-in-Chief of The Globe
and Mail, would begin by prioritising the questions: “What do readers value most that they
can’t get anywhere else? What areas of content
drive most loyalty? When do readers use our
core content most actively?”
W Kalle Jungkvist, Schibsted Senior Advisor and
WAN-IFRA Frenemies consultant, has a slightly different approach: “What do people pay for
in more mature internet markets? Which problems do our readers want us to help solve? Are
any of these areas close to our competence?”
W

Case study: The ‘Hometown
Advantage’ concept – Gannett
Gannett’s CEO, Gracia Martore, defines the
group’s local newspaper mission through one
slogan: “Hometown Advantage.” When people
feel empowered by their community paper, they
recognise that it is worth paying for. The “Hometown Advantage” is based on the relevance and
depth of the news provided, coupled with the
24/7 availability on all devices readers carry.
Playing the “Hometown Advantage” card
means the newspaper team has a clear understanding of what matters to their readers.
Months before launching metered paywalls,
Gannett’s newspapers conducted research on
their local markets to understand what would
trigger people to pay for local news.
This is the example of their biggest community paper, The Arizona Republic: “From all of
our research,” says Brooke Christofferson, Vice
President Market and Business Development
at Republic Media, “we have identified a list of
‘passion topics’ that our print readers care most
about.” Explore the Arizona area and coverage of
Arizona’s economic recovery were by far the most
important topics for our readers. And unsurprisingly, the coverage of “Boomer Issues” – retirement planning, social security, active, healthy
living – resonated with the print audience, as

Gannett’s largest community
paper, The Arizona Republic,
conducted market research
to understand the “passion
topics” that would trigger
people to pay for local news.
From left to right, the advertising campaigns they ran
around and after the launch
of their paid content offers to
communicate their commitment to better coverage of
those passion topics (in these
cases: what to do/where to
go out; stories of Arizona
people and Explore Arizona).
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During and after the launch of their new paid content model, The Arizona Republic consistently communicated to the readers and users about the new resources (for example, more content, additional journalists…) dedicated to a better coverage
of the ‘passion topics’ defined during the market research. And the company emphasised how its newsroom had the best
assets to fulfill its news mission.

did Telling Arizona’s Story (revisiting stories
from the past). Subsequently, similar research
was conducted with the digital audience: what
did they care most about? “The most important
coverage areas were breaking news and things
to do (such as where to eat, go out, what to do
for the weekend…) – which aligns perfectly with
the strategy we’ve had all along to position the
Arizona Republic website, azcentral, as a news
and entertainment site. Another topic, Neighbourhood News, ranked high, which supports the
value of our community websites.”
The next step was to better align the print and
web newsrooms: 1) to cover better the passion
topics; 2) to establish a communication plan for
the weeks prior to the paywall launch, telling people about the enhancements; and 3) to craft the
coverage of the topics for each unique platform in
order to provide the best user experience. “We’re
now talking about six platforms – print, desktop,
broadcast, mobile, tablet and social engagement,”
says Christofferson.
The editorial efforts are all still in progress:
“We’re rolling out the redesign of the desktop site,
which should be completed in July 2013. We’re
making improvements to our existing mobile and

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

tablet applications – both native and web-based.
We’ll introduce an enhanced electronic newspaper edition for those digital users who prefer a
more newspaper-like experience. In addition to
our native tablet app, we’ll launch an HTML webbased version. We’re working to launch a unique
new tablet product that would be distributed each
evening for tablet users, and which takes full advantage of the multi-media tools that this device
offers. We’ll be ramping up our social engagement efforts. And in the months to come, we’ll
continue to roll out new mobile experiences for
the Explore Arizona passion topic and a complete
re-invention of the ‘things to do’ one.”
Editor’s note: Gannett owns 82 US daily newspapers,
including USA Today, as well as many digital, broadcast and
marketing properties. The group has deployed what they
call a full-access model, their paid digital content strategy
(with metered-based access) to 78 of its publishing markets.
The focus was on rolling print subscribers into the new fullaccess model. Some 45 percent of home delivery print subscribers have activated their digital access (including a price
rise of up to 30 percent in some markets), which represents
1.3 million subscribers. Digital-only subscription represents
54,000 subscribers but the marketing to digital audiences
will really start this year. The group expects to have 250,000
to 300,000 digital-only subscribers by the end of this year.
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The Toronto Star’s Thinking process
In March 2013, we caught up with Ali Rahnema, the
Toronto Star Media Group’s VP of digital, reviewing
with him the work in progress around the coming
implementation of the newspaper’s paid content
strategy. At the end of 2012, John Cruickshank,
Publisher of the Toronto Star and President of Star
Media Group, announced the decision to introduce
paid content. The Toronto Star has a leading print
and digital position in the very competitive Toronto
media market. It’s the largest daily newspaper in
Canada, publishing seven days a week, with 80
percent of the circulation currently sold through
subscriptions.
A summary of the conversation
(once again, the project was still in preparation):
What should be the first step? “Reward print
subscriber loyalty by offering them a limited-time
opportunity to activate their free digital subscription, while non-subscribers will have a metered wall
and be required to subscribe. We will then closely
watch the usage behaviours of the digital-only and
print/digital subscribers, gathering as much data as
we can about their consumption patterns, which it is
safe to assume will be quite different.”
Editorial add-ons, short term: “Currently our
digital offerings primarily use print content, but our
paid content strategy heralds the start of a different
approach: moving beyond the initial launch phase,
unique content is going to be essential in driving
retention and growth, not to mention to justify
charging print subscribers a premium.”
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Should unique local content be behind a paywall? “Unique content is what makes the paywall
work, so the short answer is yes. That said, we have
a deep commitment to advocacy journalism. We
believe in standing up for the citizens of this city
and when we champion causes around government
accountability, social justice, etc., we want as many
people as possible to be able to read these stories
and so we might exempt certain stories or areas of
coverage.”
Editorial thinking, long term: “It might be that
we unbundle the web site into certain verticals. For
example, we’re very strong in sports, and hockey in
particular. We could experiment with an exclusive
content offer: 1 dollar extra per month if you are a
print subscriber, 5 if not – simple, one single product. We will run experiments, but we think we could
deliver something more relevant to the individual
user, with clear value they’d be willing to pay for,
rather than just applying the meter, which is based
on volume of consumption.”
General idea for pricing: “We still have a very
good print business, so the priority is to secure
loyalty of existing subscribers, protect the base on
our strongest day, and likely bring back some print
subscribers who have left us in recent years because
the content was freely available online. The first
signal we need to send them is that no reader will
get for free what subscribers pay for. For new clients,
our best marketing offer will be digital all week plus
print on Saturday, as it is our most profitable day
(Editor’s note: almost double paid circulation on
that day). Nothing new – The New York Times ran a
similar strategy tied to their Sunday print edition.”
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Case study: Leverage exclusive
strengths – Globe and Mail
When preparing for the paywall in 2012, The
Globe and Mail in Canada identified categories
of information that could influence a reader’s
decision to take out a subscription as well as help
retain the loyalty of new subscribers.
The Globe and Mail enjoys a reputation for providing better coverage of business and political
affairs than its competitors. Therefore, the first
step was to offer subscribers a clear added value
in these areas.
When it launched its paid content offerings in
October 2012, The Globe and Mail introduced
two new business sections (Report ROB Insight
and Streetwise) as well as an interactive tool,
Globe Dashboard, that allowed subscribers to
personalise the presentation of their business
news and alerts. According to Alon Marcovici, VP
of Consumer Sales and Marketing, these two sections constituted the first step in expanding the
editorial offering. During the following months,
additional premium content was introduced, e.g.
Politics Insider and World Insider.
Internally, The Globe and Mail developed a
colour code system to permit the editorial, marketing and advertising teams to better understand and drive the publishing strategy. Green
is used to indicate free-of-charge articles and
columns. Yellow identifies the content behind

Behind  the  meter  
Focused  look  at  all  of  our  journalism  within  a  Content  Grid  
resulted  in  a  structured,  colour-‐coded  meter  system  
Service  Content  

Metered      
no  Archive  

Core  Content  

Metered  and  
Archive  

Niche  Content  

Premium  Content  

Subject  to  
Metering  

Fully  behind    
Pay  wall  

Internally, The Globe and Mail developed a colour code
system to help teams understand the monetisation potential
for the different sort of news content that they produce.
Blue is for so-called niche content and can be flexibly adjusted, e.g. to suit advertising. The red code is
for the articles that can be accessed only by subscribers.

the metered paywall (10 free articles per month).
Blue is for so-called niche content, also included
in the metered system but with a more flexible
adjustment variable, e.g. to suit advertising or to
take into account the potential of such content in
order to encourage non-subscribers to pay. “Some
topics, such as health and education, are popular
areas with non-subscribers. Investing editorial
resources in this type of niche content can create
the added value that will convert non-paying
readers to subscribers,” says John Stackhouse,
Editor-in-Chief of The Globe and Mail.

    
Not  just  about  putting  a  meter  on  site  
Strategic  with  content  but  also  functionality  
Globe  Dashboard  Beta  =  service  
  

When it launched its paid content offerings in October 2012, The Globe and Mail introduced two new business sections,
Report ROB Insight and Streetwise, as well as an interactive tool, Globe Dashboard, that allowed subscribers to personalise
the presentation of their business news and alerts. These two sections constituted the first step in expanding the editorial
offering. During the following months, additional premium content was introduced, e.g. Politics Insider and World Insider.
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The  response  
81,000+  subscribers  
90%  of  trial  base  converted  to  fully  paid  subscriptions  after  30-‐day  period  
Revenue  25%  ahead  of  targeted  projections  after  first  100  days  

The  audience  

 88%  of  our  online  readers  have  not  
been  impacted  
  
 30-‐50%  of  GU  subscriptions  are  direct  
  
 Red  content  is  most  effective  way  to  
convert  

Like many newspapers that have experienced digital subscriptions (or paywalls), The Globe and Mail notices that subscribers increase their engagement with the news brand, visiting more often, spending 179 percent more time per visit (hence
consuming more content). As a way to reward its subscribers, The Globe and Mail adds e-book gifts or invitations to attend
events. The company acknowledged that it lost close to 40 percent of its traffic in the weeks after the metered model
launched. But there are ways of regaining some of that lost audience. For example, video is free on the website, and users
coming from key social platforms like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc., hit the wall later than other users.

Finally, the red colour code is for the articles
that can be accessed only by subscribers – the
aforementioned exclusive business and political
analyses. The red content constitutes a sort of
freemium layer superimposed on the metered
paywall, serving as a reminder to subscribers
that they are being rewarded for their loyalty by
receiving exclusive content. “It is essential to continually send that sort of encouraging message,”
says Marcovici.

Case study: Solving readers’
problems – Aftonbladet
In 2003, Sweden’s Aftonbladet.se launched
their freemium model, under the Plus banner.
Since then, the continuously compiled statistics
show the topics with the best conversion rate
for subscriptions: health (advice, practical tips),
comparisons (real estate prices, performance of
universities, who pays the most tax, which are
the best winter tyres, etc.), guides (travel, digital

The freemium part of Sweden’s Aftonbladet
newspaper is called Plus. The best conversion
rate for subscription is content that delivers a
specific service to the readers: Wellness with
health advices, products tests (here for energy
drinks) is a good example of content that people are willing to pay for.
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Clear reader benefits, good visibility of freemium articles and a simple subscription sign-up form have helped Aftonbladet
grow its number of Plus subscriptions. And it was important to reproduce the same sort of user experience on the mobile
platforms, since mobile represents a large (and increasing) part of the news brand’s traffic.

equipment, family relations, etc.) and in-depth
sentertainment articles (e.g. what has become of
specific celebrities).
The Plus tags show clearly when people will
be asked to pay on the website. The same sort of
identification is repeated on the mobile websites
and there is a very simple subscription sign-up
from the mobile site.
Clear reader benefits, good visibility of the
freemium articles and the simple subscription
sign-up all help Aftonbladet grow the number of
people paying.
One could ask whether traditional news coverage has lost its importance in favour of service
information. In reality, news is the “living” part
of the freemium content, an essential element
in the overall offering for winning and retaining
subscribers. However, the news content must
be presented as a genuinely exclusive offering.
For example, the analyses of a highly respected
sports journalist are published behind the Free-

mium paywall with a teaser in the sports section.
All the journalists are involved in the decisionmaking process. Depending on the section
concerned, they have Plus targets to reach. Their
contribution is vital to the overall Freemium
dynamic.

News is an essential element in the overall offering for winning and retaining subscribers. But it has to be an exclusive
offering. In this article, the newspaper investigates the
impact on the local area after Facebook announced it will
install huge servers in the Swedish city of Lulea.
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Case study: The convenience
trigger – RCS Mediagroup
Developing an editorial added-value is a vital
aspect of any paid content strategy. However,
in some markets, meeting the need for content
available anytime, anywhere and on any device
can represent the first step. This is the policy that
RCS Mediagroup in Italy has pursued for the past
three years.
RCS publishes the national daily newspaper
Corriere della Sera as well as the sports daily
Gazzetta dello Sport. Both these newspapers are
distributed through newsstands, as Italians have
practically no tradition of subscribing to national
daily newspapers. Like the majority of newspaper
groups, RCS is currently contemplating which
type of paywall would best suit its newspapers.
However, the group already has experience with
paid digital content.
Since 2009, both its newspaper titles have
a freemium system in place on their mobile
websites (which can be accessed via an app or
as optimised mobile websites). Some content,
typically breaking news or weather reports, can
be accessed free of charge, but articles, videos, as
well as all exclusive editorial content sit behind
the paywall. The two newspapers have 50,000 active subscribers to their mobile sites (4.99 euros
per week/19.99 euros per month), even though
the same content can be accessed via desktop free
of charge. “Some users pay just for the convenience of this service,” explains Federico Vittadello,
Mobile, Tablet and E-Commerce Director at RCS
MediaGroup. “People subscribe mostly to the mo-
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The example of RCS
Mediagroup clearly shows
the importance convenience can play in converting people to subscribers.
When accessing the mobile site or the smartphone
app of Corriere della Sera,
users will quickly run into
a paywall. They can easily
subscribe (entering their
mobile phone number
or via in-app purchase)
to access full content. As
illustrated with the examples on the right, people
could get the same articles
for free on their computers, since RCS has not yet
launched paywalls on their
regular websites.

bile sites as opposed to the app, and they like this
combination of easy to access and to use. The free
content drives traffic that we can then convert
into paid users once they see that they can access
real time coverage of the football games, exclusive videos, images and articles…. At some point
we will have to enhance the mobile offering as we
can’t maintain the discrepancy of a free desktop
website and a mobile offering where we charge
for the same content.” The group is looking into
content that could be particularly useful on mobile, for example sports data for people betting on
sports events.
RCS was also quick to test and adopt tablet
opportunities, first with a simple PDF replica in
2011, then last year with a new app, coupling the
replica style with multimedia features (image
galleries and video). The tablet apps are a success.
From the 2011 launch until the end of 2012, the
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Another interesting component of RCS’s paid content
strategy is their tablet
product. The success of this
app is, among other factors,
linked to the possibility for
readers to subscribe and get
their daily paper delivered to
them on the tablet, while in
print they have to buy their
copy at the newsstand.

Corriere della Serra tablet app alone had gained
80,000 subscribers. Moreover, the tablet apps
create a B2C relationship between the publisher
and its readers, while historically the group mostly relied on the feedback from newsstands. “Our
digital strategy will include numerous monetisation models: advertising, paid content (subscriptions, single access), a registration wall to collect
data for e-commerce offers…” says Vittadello.
And that is certainly the right approach.

Pricing strategy and complexity
The primary objective of a paid content strategy
is to increase a newspaper group’s digital turnover. But it can also positively influence print, by
stabilising the circulation of the print product
and increasing the circulation revenues through
higher-priced “all access” (print + digital) offers.

As underlined by
Press+ with the experience of their more
than 435 clients, media are not afraid any
more to charge for
their digital products:
the gap between the
digital-only subscription price and the
print subscription
price is declining
quickly, and when
digital is incorporated
in an all-access offer,
the price increase is
substantial (an average of 33 percent for
Gannett newspapers
for example).
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In this offer, The Dallas Morning News uses digital platforms
as an incentive to subscribe to
the print paper. In the USA as
a whole, only 12 percent of
newspaper subscribers opt out
of print delivery in their all-access
subscriptions.

Therefore the offerings you decide to test must
cover various digital combinations (including
website, digital replica, mobile services), and be
sure to include appealing offers to encourage consumers to take up a print and digital combination
(e.g. best subscription prices including the most
interesting print days from an advertising point

of view). Every newspaper also needs to establish
a good balance between free and paid-for digital
content, as a majority of the audience traffic will
continue to be monetised through advertising.
The best-priced inventories should be protected,
while the majority, sold at a very low price, can be
a trade-off.

As we see in The Arizona
Republic subscription offer,
there is difference of only
$2 between digital-only
and the all-access package
including the best advertising days (Wednesday and
Sunday). When introducing
the all-access subscription
offers, prices were raised
up to 35 percent compared
to formal print prices.
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Three strong beliefs of THE German regional group Madsack

Journalists know what content is unique
“When we launched our freemium model, we did
not opt for the systematic approach some regional
brands choose: place all local content behind the
paywall. We used the experience of another local
newspaper, Sächsische Zeitung, which launched
their paid content strategy in 2004. And they decided the journalists should be the ones to determine
the commercial value of an article. They know what
is exclusive and what the news agencies or their local
competitors have covered. So the concept is that
each journalist has an on/off button on their CMS
system to decide if an article is freemium or not,
and they can change the status during the day if the
competition also gets the same news. Of course it’s a
long process, it takes time until the entire newsroom
feels comfortable with that approach. We are also
thinking of adding a meter model on top of our current freemium offer for people accessing the website
via the Twitter/Facebook accounts of the journalists
or from search engines. People who had an incentive
to use our website via those channels should not be
instantly hitting the paywall.”

Print readers pay an extra 2.99 euros to access
additional platforms.
The digital-only offer,
including all the mobile products, is priced
at 19.99 euros per
month. Madsack sees
this bundle as the
future digital content
revenue maker for
the news brand.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

Don’t sell the cow
if you’re asked for a glass of milk
“On the website, when a user wants to access a paid
article and takes one of the freemium options, then
we focus on selling this web access subscription.
This is the topic of do you want the cow or just a
glass of milk? We think if anyone only wants a glass
of milk it is not for us to say: ‘and now you have to
buy the cow.’ When we do marketing campaigns and
use other commercial channels, it’s different and
we can push other offers. On the website (browserbased) we have the best subscription conversion
for our two-year offering. We knew that from the
Springer experience – they had the same trend at
their regional newspaper, so it was not a surprise.”

The mobile bundle
will be the real money maker
Lenk says she believes the revenue from the freemium offering will be more niche revenue compared
to the potential of the digital package including all
the apps and sold for close to 20 euros a month.
The company’s marketing efforts have started to
push this digital offer in recent months. The digital
package comprises for the main regional newspaper
Hannoversche Allgemeine Zeitung (HAZ): the simple epaper version (compatible with the presentation rules of the local ABC audit); HAZ Sonntag (a
magazine app for Sunday – there’s no print edition
that day); HAZ 24, a daily news magazine; the mobile website HAZ mobil; and, of course, full access
to HAZ.de, the website. Print subscribers have full
access to the whole package for an additional 2.99
euros per month. HAZ publishes other niche apps
that are not in the general offer, and as a rule the
group tries to focus on paid apps (one recent launch
is “Fahr Rad” to bicycle in the region, sold for 4.99
euros in the app store).

The 24-month
digital subscription (5.99 euros
per month) for
website access is
the most popular offer among
users. The Axel
Springer group
had the same
experience
with their regional newspapers.
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Madsack Publishing group is based in Hannover and
publishes several regional newspapers in Germany.
It’s a mid-sized group, with revenue of 450 million
euros, approximately 2,800 employees and a total
print circulation for all its newspapers of close to
700,000 copies per day. Its biggest regional brand
is Hannoversche Allgemeine Zeitung, nicknamed
“HAZ” in its circulation area. Martina Lenk is the
Director for Madsack Online and she oversees the
group digital strategy.
Madsack had an interesting and creative paid content approach. The journalists are the driving force
for their freemium model and the mobile package is
seen as the moneymaker for the paid content future.
Lenk shares with us the position taken by the
group for the deployment of this paid content strategy, which was launched in early 2012.
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Lessons learned
The following are simple lessons from
paid content projects carried out in various parts of the world:
No. 1: Develop attractive packages, offering
readers a special benefit (e.g. unlimited access).
This is a tactic that can be applied at the beginning without requiring investment in special
editorial content.
W No. 2: Enhance the status of the heaviest users
in order to show them that they have a good
reason to remain loyal (e.g., grant them a preferential rate or free benefit for digital content
or apps during a given period).
W No. 3: Make it simple for newcomers: Offer a
reduced-price subscription for several weeks
and an automatic subscription extension, at the
standard price, after the test period.
W No. 4: “All access” must be a reality on all
devices used by readers, so it is necessary to invest in the development of this universal presence. Additional offers, such as new premium
content, exclusive editorial content, a magazine
on tablet only, guides, dedicated apps, etc., all
help build reader loyalty.
W No. 5: Investigate niche content opportunities
with the aim of addressing new categories of
readers, as well as to create additional revenue
streams through existing subscribers (premium verticals).
W

No. 1 example: The pricing structure for The Daily Telegraph’s new paid digital content strategy. The paywall
limits (for now) readers to 20 free articles per month, after
which they are invited to take out a free trial and then a
subscription. The paywall went live in March 2013 and had
no negative effect on digital traffic.

No. 3 example: In
North America, the
most frequent trial
subscription offer is
99 cents for the first
four weeks and after
the reduced-price
period, the standard
price is applied unless readers opt out.
Illustration source:
Press+
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No. 4 example: Belgian daily newspaper Le Soir (Rossel Group) offers its subscribers an evening digital daily edition on top of the morning newspaper. Developed in responsive design,
this offer fits all desktop and mobile device screens readers may use. At the end of 2012,
Rossel began to market what it calls the news-tablet offer, combining a Samsung tablet, a
data plan and a two-year subscription to the digital newspaper (plus the print version on
Saturday).
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No. 5 example: ESPN is a mostly-free website with a massive
audience of 40 million unique visitors per month. But it
has developed a niche paid content area. ESPN Insider is a
paid subscription service that includes a growing amount
of data-centric sports analysis, scouting reports and tools to
help feed the insatiable appetite of those who play in fantasy sports leagues. It was launched in 1998, and in 2009
ESPN magazine online was combined with ESPN Insider.
The pricing starts at US$ 8.95 for a month and goes down
to $2.50 for people who sign up for the two-year subscription. ESPN Insider has 400,000 subscribers, according to
the company, and the total figure of ESPN print magazine
subscribers activate their digital access is 650,000.
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Five universal tips
from The New York Times’ experience

Tip 1: Get everyone
‘rowing in the same direction’
“You have to think about the financial impact this
decision has on the whole enterprise,” says Smurl.
“In 2009 we made the mistake of looking at our
paid strategy in a ‘silo’ way, thinking web-only.
The crucial pivot is maximising profit across web,
mobile, print, advertising, and subscriptions…
something everyone agreed on. It was essential to
have all of us rowing in the same direction. It is
hard to do, of course, as there are a lot of things
to fix with new platforms; the technical feasibility and interactive effects were all questions. We
did a huge market research project, where we
tested a hundred different bundles, price points,
products, variations and free article allotment,
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optimizing across the business
webonly
bundles

“The crucial pivot is maximizing profit across web, mobile,
print, advertising, and subscriptions,” says Paul Smurl.










Since everyone is pretty much at the start of their
paid content strategy, it’s useful to have the possibility to borrow a few pages from other publishers’ playbooks. The New York Times was inspired
by the experience of The Wall Street Journal and
the Financial Times during their two years of
preparation for their paid content launch. And
since then they are very willing to share their
own lessons learned with the publishing community.
Paul Smurl, Vice President, NYTimes.com Paid
Products, was at the WAN-IFRA Digital Media
Europe conference in London this spring, sharing
useful advice.
At that time, the NYT had 676,000 paid digital
subscribers, an increase of 36,000 from the end
of the fourth quarter and up more than 45 percent year-over-year.
The basic offers were US$ 15 a month for
desktop and mobile/app website access, $20 for
desktop and tablet, and $35 for all-digital access
(ADA as they call it). In parallel, ADA bundled
with home delivery of print paper on Sunday was
the best value for readers, priced lower than alldigital access by itself.
And the group is constantly running different variations for promotional offers, bundling
various digital products at a low entry price with
automatic renewal (at the normal price) after the
trial period.




























Source: Alexandra Hardiman, Director of Mobile Products
at The New York Times, at the WAN-IFRA Tablet & App
Summit 2012.

taking guidance from readers

The marketing that worked best during the launch phase
of the metered model was when the message sounded like
the voice of the editors, describing in a factual way what
people were being asked to pay for.
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a lot of extras at this point. They wanted to be
‘romanced’, not ‘marketed to’. Our first ad was a
mistake – they didn’t read it, or if they did, they
hated the message. They wanted to be educated,
to know what was coming, what was changing
and why… We gave them reader’s notices, letters
from the publisher, reader Q&A sessions, warnings as they approached the gate, so nobody could
claim to be surprised.”
Tip 3: It’s an e-retailer world
Over time, the marketing message has evolved to become
more overtly sales-oriented. In this recent example, the
NYT uses war photographer Tyler Hicks to convey editorial
strength, combined with the message “See my options,”
which yields a better conversion rate than the typical “Subscribe now” or “Get access.” Smurl says, “People like to
have options.”

and then went back into the profits optimising
question.”

“We have become a retailer, an online retailer. It
means new skills, new capabilities; you need to
bring in people from the outside, build full-on
e-commerce capability, e-commerce billing and
entitlements systems to accommodate crossplatform bundles,” says Smurl. He also explains
how the NYT teams had to revamp their testing
platform and process in order to act on multiple

Tip 2: Take guidance from the readers
“Our research showed that half of our users were
willing to pay something for content, but we had
to define what would trigger them to pay. We
went back again and again to readers, and in the
end they shaped the whole approach. They told
us they wanted what they know and love, not
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“This chart belies dozens of iterative product and marketing
adjustments we made along the way. It’s real e-commerce
adaptive strategy; it’s not a ‘set it and forget it’ situation,”
says Smurl.
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Says Smurl: “If I had to pick a few marketing actions that
stand out, I would choose the following… Our preliminary
tests in Canada helped us a lot. For example, an initial offer
of 99 cents for a four-week subscription works very well.
The 50-percent discount rate for the education world was
a great success. The Apple Newsstand helped us promote
our paid content offers a lot. Special marketing actions to
heavy users like the campaign for Lincoln cars offering loyal
digital users free subscriptions to NYT digital was a great
push, with an incredible 60-percent conversion rate. Special
sales events like Black Friday and Cyber Monday work well.
Our Flipboard partnership was not a great success in terms
of number of subscribers, but it was a very good vehicle to
promote subscription offers in a different context and to a
different audience. And then there is the propensity model
we ripped off from the Financial Times’ experience.” (See
box on the FT on the next page)
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The Financial Times’ propensity model
A propensity model looks at many variables and
spits out a propensity (probability) score for
purchase behaviors within a database of prospective customers. The FT, which inspired The New
York Times’ marketing process, has a centralised,
in-house marketing database and uses three datadriven methods:
W Predictive subscriber acquisition model – identifying the best new subscriber prospects based on
their on-site behaviour. It has increased e-mail
campaign conversion rates 5-fold. Response rates
are 6-7 times higher than traditional acquisition
campaigns. These data-driven predictive campaigns were responsible for 150 new subscriber acquisitions per week in 2012 – about 30 percent of
all new acquisitions (up from 15 percent in 2008).

Bayesian Acquisition Model (launched June 2010)
– a complementary model that analyses patterns
in article text (tracking on-site behaviour of
registered and unregistered users) to try to predict
whether the type of content a user reads has a
bearing on his/her likelihood to subscribe.
W Idol – “Intelligent Data Operating Layer” allows
search and processing of audio, video or text files
or streams. It is used in this context to automatically recommend the most suitable products, content and offers to a specific customer in real time.
W

Driven by data
A/B testing

The trigger upsell
Active Registered

Version 1

Users

Version 2

New Subscribers

Version 3
Target other
registered users wit
h
similar behaviours
Automated proces

Look for common
patterns of site
usage

s that delivers ~15%

Registration conv

ersion 2008: 3.2%

Subscriptions sold
via
this method equa
te to
15% incremental
uplift
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of new subs per we

- 2011: 8.6%

ek
Subscription conv
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- 2011: 0.6%

The data-driven
model that the Financial Times has perfected
over years of experimentation with paid content inspired The New York Times’ marketing
process.
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tests simultaneously and be quicker at doing so.
Also, customer service must be able to respond
instantaneously to social conversations (customer
complaints).
“There are dozens of product iterations to test,
as the paid digital content strategy is not about
setting a price and forgetting it. You have to
continuously enhance and improve your products
and move on, and that’s something we’re learning
from online retailers and other product makers.”
Tip 4: Be the enabler
for a brand relationship
“People often just want a relationship with your
brand/content anywhere, on every device, so you
have to make that easy for them,” says Smurl. “A
lot of work went into making it easy for print and
digital subscribers to get access across devices
with one user name and password, and their behaviour underscored that a cross-platform brand
relationship was valued. As a result, we had little
print-to-digital migration, only in the mid-single
digits; more than two-thirds of digital subscribers had no prior relationship with us. More than
80 percent of print subscribers authenticated
to get digital access, and in print the decline
stopped and retention trends improved.”
Digital advertising figures emerged undamaged

enabling a brand relationship

a year after the metered launch because the
NYT audience ranking was largely unchanged
compared with other news and information
sites. Page views remain similar because the free
content offering satisfies the majority of readers,
and there are still side doors for those who don’t
want to pay. On top of that, says Smurl of the ad
situation, “The NYT has only 40-50 percent sold
through; the rest is sold at remnant rates. Plus,
our tablet advertising growth offset lost inventory
monetised at remnant. And to the advertisers we
deliver all direct sold commitments, as we had
the same audience, same content and same brand
association.”

Editor’s note: Since the start of 2013, advertising results
are not too good for The New York Times, but this is a general situation for all newspapers in the USA. The company
is investing in video advertising and also believes in revenue
growth for the mobile and tablet platforms.
In June, the NYT announced it will meter its mobile applications (on iOS, Android, Windows Phone 7.5 and above,
BlackBerry 10 and The New York Times on Flipboard).
Non-subscribers will have access to three stories per day
from across all 25+ sections, blogs and slideshows, plus
section fronts and article summaries. Video remains free in
the apps. In the previous model, non-subscribers had access
only to the Top News section on mobile news apps.
This change is supposed to align the web site and app user
experiences. But in reality, app users will be able to access
nearly 90 articles per month for free, compared to 10 on
the desktop and mobile websites. It might reflect different
reading habits on mobile (people skim, rather than reading
intensively), but it’s also a way of opening up possibilities for
the growing segment of mobile advertising.

Paywall

total
print
digital

A bundled offer of ADA (all-digital access) combined with
the Sunday print issue beat expectations because it was
priced lower than ADA by itself. Sunday is the most profitable advertising day for The New York Times. The dotted
red line shows the expected decrease in circulation of the
Sunday edition if the paywall had not been launched.
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Tip 5: Start designing the next steps
while learning from the first ones
To date, The New York Times has converted 1.5
percent of its global audience into paid subscribers (2 percent if only the US audience is counted),
says Smurl. But the company estimates there are
80 million potential subscribers in the USA –
people willing to pay for news content.
“It’s our job to find out how to convert them,”
says Smurl. “This is why we’re introducing a new
paid ladder, both entry level and with a premium
approach (note: see also page 18). We also want
to further balance our free and paid approach.
We’re trying to avoid loopholes.” (Editor’s note:
People finding solutions to bypass the metered
model, such as sharing user account information
with friends).
Outside the USA, “We will work on better
international conversion (using local currency
and price points, alternative payment methods,
in-language messaging) and find ways to expand
distribution (point of sale promotion, retail cards,
co-marketing with other publishers),” says Smurl.
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The New York Times Co. estimates there are 80 million
potential US subscribers for its news content, plus the international audience, which it has started to target with offers
using local currency.
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